
AME RICAN Al RLI N ES SYSTEM 
CAltE ADOUSS AM Allt 

100 EAST ◄ 2nd STREET • NEW YO RK 17, NEW YORK • M URR A Y HILL 5- 3900 

November 29, 1951 
To: The Directors 

A thorough investigation of the potential aircraft situation during the next 
seven years brings us to the conclusion that we will unduly hazard the competitive 
position of merican Airlines by relying entirely on the ability of the Douglas 
DC6B airplane . If we lose our competitive position it is obvious that we may lose 
a substantial part of our earning capacity . 

We do not anticipate that there will be any substantial number of jet- powered 
aircraft in scheduled service during the next seven years . We do anticipate that 
aircraft powered with the Wright 3350 compound engine will be available and will 
be used . If so, the DC6B powered with the CB16 engine will not be competitive . 

We have insisted that Douglas design and produce an airplane powered with the 
Wright 3350 compound engine . That can and will be done and the detailed performance, 
operating cost and capital cost is given in a study which Mr . Hogan is sending to you . 

You have already authorized the purchase of 30 DC6A and B airplanes, for 
delivery in 1953, this at a total capital cost of $34, 000,000 . 

We will recommend to you at the December 5 meeting that you authorize the 
purchase of eight DC6B aircraft and three DC6A aircraft for delivery in 1953 at 
a total capital cost of 113,000,000. 

In addition, we will recommend the purchase of 25 aircraft of the new type, 
for delivery in 1954, at a total capital cost of $48,000 , 000. 

The total of these two corrunitments is $61 , 000 , 000, compared with the 
$34,000,000 which you have authorized, an increase of ~27, 000 , 000 . 

The justification (perhaps requirement would be more accurate ) for this program 
is given in the study made by Economic Planning, the conclusions of which are con
curred in by Mr. Hogan and myself . We will be prepared to give you additional data 
at the time of the meeting. In the meantime the study which we are sending you will 
permit familiarity with the subject before the time of the meeting . 

At the meeting Mr . Hogan will discuss the ability to .finance this program . 
Please keep the information sent you on a confidential basis for we are still 
engaged in negotiation with the different manufacturers; aircraft, engine and 
propeller . 

G. R. Smith 
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